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Can you find five differences between

 these two pictures?
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Which path will lead Barry
to his friend Puffy?

Outline and fill in the letters above to reveal the words!

Draw a line to link each fish
with their matching friends!

Fill in the blanks How many yellow
angelfish can you see?

How many red fish
can you see?

Artwork © 2009, 2019 Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet
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Can you lead Puffy through
the maze to the angelfish?

Follow the line to
find out where Puffy’s

friend got to!

whippersnapperkids.com/barrywhippersnapperkids.com/barry

Shell Spotter
How many shells like

this one can you spot on
both sides of this sheet?

(not including this example)
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Competition closes 30/08/19. Terms and conditions apply, see website for more.
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1. This voucher entitles the holder to ONE FREE CHILD ENTRY provided 
that each voucher holder is accompanied by a separate full paying standard 
or individual adult ticket. 

2. This voucher is not valid for use in conjunction with any other offer, 
concession or online/call centre booking.

3. This voucher has no cash value and sale is not permitted. Any attempts to 
sell this voucher will render it void. 

4. This voucher is valid at all SEA LIFE sites excluding London, until 31st 
August 2019. 

5. This voucher remains the property of Merlin Entertainments who 
reserve the right to take possession of this voucher at any time. 

6. This voucher must be presented and surrendered at time of ticket 
purchase. 

7. For full Terms and Conditions, incl. attraction restrictions (which are an
inherent part of this voucher), visit sealife.co.uk/terms

KIDS GO

FREE!
COME AND EXPLORE OUR AMAZING UNDERWATER
WORLD AND ENJOY FREE ENTRY FOR ONE CHILD

...............................................
VALID AT ALL SEA LIFE CENTRES

Ref: tsea19

A Sue Hendra
& Paul Linnet
book bundle
plus Brainstorm toys
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